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ABSTRACT: We report a novel transmissive diffraction grating

pH sensor made of pH-sensitive hydrogel. The sensor provides

inherently multichannels for a flexible selection of different

detection ranges, without involving any additional tuning

mechanisms or using multiple sensing elements. Each trans-

mitted diffraction order from the hydrogel grating forms an

individual detection channel dedicated to a specific pH range.

This unique feature is achieved, simply by enabling hydrogel

ridges of the grating to swell effectively in lateral directions,

while inhibiting the ridges from swelling in vertical direction

and keeping grating period unchanged. Thus by looking at dif-

ferent diffraction orders and measuring their intensity ratio, it

is possible to achieve tunable dynamic detection range.

Besides, this approach can lead to a high-sensitivity sensor for

detecting subtle pH variations in a narrow pH range near the

volume-phase transition point of hydrogel, with the resolution

at the level of 10�3 pH units. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION Performance requirement for detection
range of a sensor is varied with different sensing environ-
ments. For example, a high-sensitivity pH sensor with a nar-
row detection range near physiological pH value is dedicated
to detecting small pH variations due to subtle biological
reactions.1,2 But this sensor may not be useful for monitor-
ing pH values in other pH ranges.3,4 Unfortunately, many
sensors are almost fixed in terms of detection range by
design and manufacturing. To overcome this problem, one
strategy is to develop a tunable sensor with flexible detec-
tion ranges for a target parameter.5–8 However, this type of
sensors generally requires nontrivial tuning mechanisms
such as using micro-electro-mechanical systems to adjust
material and structural properties,6,7 and/or bias conditions
of the devices8,9 on demand. Another strategy is to use dif-
ferent sensing elements to form a multichannel sensor sys-
tem with each element committed to a specific detection
range.10 This method is not optimal because it may intro-
duce considerable complexity in design, fabrication, and inte-
gration of different sensing elements. pH monitoring is im-
portant in environmental monitoring applications and for
biological and chemical analysis.11,12 Here, we report a novel
transmissive diffraction grating pH sensor made of stimuli-
sensitive hydrogel.13 The sensor is able to provide inherently
multichannels for a flexible selection of different detection
ranges and corresponding sensitivities, without involving any
additional tuning mechanisms or using multiple sensing

elements. The uniqueness of the present sensor lies in that
each transmitted diffraction order from the present hydrogel
grating forms an individual detection channel dedicated to a
specific pH range, allowing us to use a single device in a
wide-range pH conditions. Later, we will see that this unique
feature can be achieved, simply by enabling hydrogel grating
ridges to swell effectively in lateral directions, while inhibi-
ting the ridges from swelling in vertical direction and keep-
ing grating period unchanged.
Stimuli-sensitive hydrogels are smart materials that undergo
significant and reversible volume change in response to envi-
ronmental stimuli.14 They expand and contract by absorbing
and releasing water through their network interstitials.15

Through flexible functionalization with responsive moieties,
various types of interesting hydrogels have recently been
developed that are specifically sensitive to parameters such
as temperature, pH, light, electric field, ionic strength, and
biomolecule binding.16–19 On the other hand, diffraction gra-
tings have previously been demonstrated to be a remarkable
biochemical sensing method20–27 that generally involves
functionalizing grating surfaces with a specific receptor or
fabricating grating ridges out of an analyte-sensitive mate-
rial.21 A large number of diffraction grating sensors use a
reflection mode because diffraction intensity of each order In
(n ¼ 0, 1, 2,…) is highly sensitive to a change in grating
height Dh.21,22 It should be pointed out that In of even and
odd orders are squared cosinoidal and sinusoidal functions
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of grating height h, respectively.28 Thus monotonic change
(either increasing or decreasing) of In with h is repeated ev-
ery k/4 (k, the incident light wavelength) and there is no
matter the diffraction order used in intensity measurement.
But, this characteristic will pose a serious problem: when Dh
� k/4, we will be unable to interpret the measurement
results because the same diffraction intensity may appear
multiple times at h ¼ 6 (h0 þDh) 6 mk/2 (m ¼ 0, 1, 2,…;
h0, the initial grating height). Thus the interpretable Dh is
only k/4.

SENSOR STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic for the transmissive diffrac-
tion grating pH sensor in this study. The device is formed by
patterning periodic microstrips (or ridges) of a pH-sensitive
hydrogel between two transparent glass slides. The grating
ridge height is defined and fixed by adhesive spacers.
Because of the geometric confinement in the vertical (height)
direction, the grating ridges swell only in the lateral (width)
directions, maximizing the dimensional changes in the ridge
width w and thus the groove width a between two neighbor-
ing ridges. The ridge height h and the grating period d
remain unchanged during hydrogel swelling. A transmitted
light beam from the grating forms distinct diffraction pat-
terns composed of many order modes [see the lower panel
in Fig. 1(a)]. We will later show that as the ridges swell with
increasing pH values, diffraction intensity of each nonzeroth
order increases monotonically over a different pH range at a
different changing rate [Fig. 1(b)]. According to Fronhofer
diffraction grating theory,29 diffraction intensity of the nth
order In is described by

In ¼ Iinc � sinc2
kasinun

2

� �
� N2sinc2

Nkdsinun

2

� �
(1)

where kdsinun ¼ 2np, n is the index of diffraction order, k is
the wave vector, un is the diffraction angle of different
orders, Iinc is the intensity of an incident beam, and N is the
number of grating periods. The ridge width is w ¼ d � a.
According to eq 1, increasing the value of w (due to pH-
induced hydrogel swelling) does not influence Io, but
changes the diffraction intensities of nonzeroth orders In
(n = 0) differently depending on the number of n. Here, to
simplify discussions, we use diffraction intensity ratio In/Io
and ridge-to-period ratio w/d to elucidate the influence of
the grating structural changes on the diffraction intensity of
each order. A sinc squared function sinc2(np(d-w)/d) is
derived from eq 1 to approximate In/Io and is plotted in Fig-
ure 1(b). The monotonic region of a In/Io curve is 1 � 1/n �
w/d � 1. Using a high-order In leads to a more rapid mono-
tonic increase of In/Io within a narrower range of w/d than a
low-order one. This actually lays the foundation for develop-
ing the present grating sensor whose each diffraction order
can offer a specific pH range with a corresponding sensitiv-
ity. We derive the sensitivity of In/Io to a change in w/d,
by differentiating the function sinc2(np(d-w)/d) with respect
to w/d [Fig. 1(c)]. The maximum sensitivity at a specific

diffraction order n is found to be 1.7n at w/d ¼ 0.58/n or
a/d ¼ 0.42/n. Therefore, the higher the order n of the dif-
fracted spot analyzed, the higher the maximum sensitivity
and the lower the detection range.

EXPERIMENTAL

To validate this pH sensor strategy, we choose acrylic acid-
based pH-responsive hydrogel as a model system to build
the sensor. The photopatternable precursor solution of the
hydrogel is prepared by mixing acrylic acid, 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate (0–50 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone
inhibitor), ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, and 2, 2-dime-
thoxy-2-phenylacetophenone in the weight ratio of
4.054:29.286:0.334:1.0 (all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO).16 The hydrogel expands with increasing pH value
with a volume phase-transition point (VPTP) around pH
5.5.16 To obtain the highest sensitivity at each diffraction
order, we choose the following design parameters to meet
the requirement of w/d ¼ 0.58 (described in the previous
paragraph): d ¼ 40 lm, w0 ¼ 23 lm (w0 is the original
groove width), and h ¼ 20 lm. Then, the device is fabricated
using a liquid-phase photopolymerization process (see the
fabrication process in Supporting Information). To determine
the effect of pH on hydrogel swelling kinetics of the sensor,
phosphate buffered saline solutions with pH values from pH
2 to 12 are prepared by adding HCl or NaOH to 1X PBS (pH
7.4; Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY; cat. no. 10010-031). The
swelling degree of the hydrogel used here is dependent not
only on pH, but also ionic strength. Thus, to eliminate the
influence of ionic strength on hydrogel swelling, the buffer
solutions with different pH values are adjusted to have the
same ionic strength (0.45 M) by adding appropriate amounts
of NaCl or KCl. To deliver the buffer solutions to the grating
region between the two glass slides, a droplet of a sample
solution is loaded in an access port using a micropipette.
Capillary force drives the droplet inside the grating grooves.
To characterize the device performance, a laser beam (wave-
length: 532 nm; power: 5 mW) is focused onto the sample
surface through a lens. The transmitted zeroth order and a
nonzeroth order of the diffracted beams are guided to two
photodetectors that are pre-affixed on two translation stages.
The output current of each photodetector is converted to
voltage using resistors with a gain of 10 dB (see the optical
test setup in Supporting Information).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first measured the responses of w/d to changes in local
environmental pH value [Figs. 2(a,b)]. As the pH value is
increased from pH 2 to 12 with the same ionic strength, w
increases from 17.1 to 38 lm. d remains constant at 40 lm
as predicted. Consequently, w/d increases from 0.427 to
0.95. The most rapid change occurs between pH 5 and 6. No
noticeable changes are observed in the grating height h
through microscopic inspection. We attribute this to the
excellent geometric confinement by the two glass slides and
the surface chemistry pretreatment applied to the glass
slides (see the surface chemistry treatment in Supporting
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Information). However, there could exist small changes in h

due to hydrogel swelling-induced forces exerted to the glass

slides, though not seen in microscope. Interestingly, accord-

ing to eq 1, In is independent of h. Thus possible changes in

h will have little influence on In and thus In/In. In the con-

ventional reflection-mode grating sensor In is highly sensitive
to changes in h, which, however, is not the case in the pres-
ent transmission-mode grating sensor.

We then evaluate the influence of increasing pH value from
pH 2 to 12 (with the same ionic strength) on the diffraction

FIGURE 1 (a) Schematic of the multichannel transmissive diffraction grating pH sensor. Periodic pH-sensitive hydrogel ridges are

sandwiched by two glass substrates. As the environmental pH value is changed, the hydrogel ridges swell only in the lateral direc-

tions (w:, a;, and d ¼ constant). (b) Theoretical diffration intensity ratio In/Io (n ¼ 1, 2, 3, …) between a nonzeroth order In and the

zeroth order Io, as function of ridge-to-period ratio w/d. In/Io increases monotonically at a different rate and over a different range

of w/d. This lays the foundation for each diffraction order to work in a specific pH range with a corresponding sensitivity. (c) Theo-

retical sensitivity of In/Io with respect to changes in w/d.
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intensity of each order [Fig. 2(c)]. As predicted, the pH varia-
tions only cause small fluctuations on the Io curve. However,
the I1 and I2 curves increase monotonically over the entire pH
range studied, where the rapid responses are observed
between pH 5 and 6 around the VPTP of the hydrogel. On the
contrary, the monotonic region of I3, I4, I5, I6, and I7 starts at
pH 5, 5.5, 6, 7, and 9, respectively. These results demonstrate
that each diffraction order can contribute to sensing in a dif-
ferent pH range (these pH ranges partially overlap). For exam-
ple, the seventh-order diffracted beam is suitable for detecting
pH changes between pH 9 and 12, while the third-order one
has a wider detection range from pH 5 to 12. The In/Io curves
(n from 1 to 7) are plotted in Figure 2(d). The values of In/Io
are found to have much lower standard deviations than the
values of In in Figure 2(c). It is because that the ratio opera-
tion contributes to reducing the disturbances by the light in-
tensity measurement at individual diffraction orders.

Essentially, the sensitivity of diffraction intensity of each order
is influenced by two factors: (i) the swelling characteristic of
the hydrogel in various pH conditions shown in Figure 2(b)
and (ii) the response characteristic of diffraction intensity of
each order as a function of w/d shown in Figure 1(b). The

dimensional changes of the hydrogel ridges are insignificant
in a high pH region [pH = 9 in Fig. 2(b)]. But, being domi-
nated by the second factor, the In/Io curves with n � 3 in that
region are changed considerably. On the other hand, the first
factor dominates the monotonic increasing part of the I1/Io
and I2/Io curves at pH < 6 [Fig. 2(d)]. At the intermediate pH
values between pH 6 and 9, both of the factors are believed
to influence significantly on the monotonic increasing part of
the In/Io curves [Fig. 2(d)]. The pH sensitivity of each diffrac-
tion order S0n is obtained by differentiating In/Io with respect
to pH changes. Figure 2(e) is a collection of the most sensitive
part of each In/Io curve in different pH regions over the range
from pH 2 to 12. The mean pH sensitivity S0n in each of the
specified pH regions is also listed in Figure 2(e).

To find out the response time of the sensor, we monitor the
response kinetics of I1/I0, I3/I0, and I7/I0, as the pH value is
changed between pH 2 and 3, between pH 7 and 8, and
between 10 and 11, respectively. The experimental proce-
dure for the kinetics measurement is described in Support-
ing Information. As shown in Figure 3(a), the time elapsed
for In/I0 to rise from a basal value to a plateau value (tup ¼
26.1 s) is the same as that for In/I0 to go the other way

FIGURE 2 (a) Optical microscopic images of the fabricated hydrogel grating at pH ¼ 4.5, 5.5, and 10.5, from top to bottom. Scale

bars represent 20 lm. (b) The ridge-to-period ratio w/d as a function of pH value, showing the swelling characteristic of the hydro-

gel. The shaded area represents the volume phase transition region between pH 5 to 6. (c) Voltage signals recorded by photode-

tectors showing light intensities In at diffraction orders from n ¼ 0 to 7, with increasing pH values from pH 2 to 12. (d) In/I0 (n ¼ 1

to 7) as a function of pH value. (e) The collection of the most sensitive part of each In/Io curve in (d).
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around (tdw ¼25.5 s). Thus, the hydrogel grating takes
almost the same amount of time to respond to a pH increase
as it takes to respond to the same amount of pH decrease.
Also, the response time is found to be independent of the
diffraction order number n or the pH range tested. This can
be explained as follows: the movement of ions and water
into and out of the hydrogel is mainly determined by diffu-
sion, and the time scales for dimensional change depend on
the size of the hydrogel structure.16 The kinetics measure-
ment is repeated for eight times. The result shows that the
grating sensor has a high reversibility and repeatability with
a relative standard deviation of about 1.7%.

Besides providing multiple detection range and sensitivity
options, the present sensor is also expected to give a high
sensitivity to subtle pH variations in a small region around
the VPTP of the hydrogel. We note that the high-order In/Io
curves change rapidly in a large w/d value region [Figs. 1(b)
and 3(b)], and also, the hydrogel structures swell rapidly
around the VPTP [Fig. 2(b) and the insert of Fig. 3(b)]. There-

fore, we choose a large initial w/d value close to unity (w0 ¼
39 lm, d ¼ 40 lm) for the sensor. This design allows us to
apply the most sensitive monotonic changing part of I20/Io to
track slight changes in w/d as the pH value is varied between
pH 5.7 and 5.8. Figure 3(c) shows the experimental results of
I20, I0 and I20/I0 as a function of time (see the experiment
procedure in Supporting Information). Five different pH solu-
tions with a step of 0.02 pH units are prepared by diluting
pH 5.7 and 5.8 buffer solutions with different volume ratios.
Before introducing each pH solution into the grating device,
the hydrogel grating is reset in pH 5.7 buffer solution for
150 s. It is seen that every 0.02 pH increase causes to
increase the voltage signal by 25 mV at the 20th diffraction
order [Fig. 3(c)]. Both I20 and I20/I0 are increased almost line-
arly with increasing pH value from pH 5.7 to 5.8 [Fig. 3(c)].
But, the sensor fails when exposed to pH � 5.88 because
hydrogel is over-expanded to destroy the periodic hydrogel
structures. The root mean square noise level of the detection
setup measured is approximate 3.1 mV by averaging the noise
levels over 21 min at pH 5.7. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio is

FIGURE 3 (a) Kinetics measurement for the grating sensor. The plot shows I1/I0, I3/I0, and I7/I0 as a function of time with changing

pH values between pH 2 and 3, between pH 7 and 8, and between 10 and 11, respectively. tup and tdw represent the period of time

during which each diffraction order responds to a pH change from low to high, and from high to low, respectively. tr represents

the rest time at a high pH value. (b) Simulation results for I20/I0 and I7/I0 as a function of w/d. The insert shows a schematic swel-

ling characteristic of hydrogel ridges used in a high-sensitivity pH sensor for detecting pH variations between pH 5.7 and 5.8. (c)

Voltage signals (left y-axis) corresponding to I0 and I20, and intensity ratio I20/I0 (right y-axis), as a function of time with increasing

pH values from pH 5.7 to 5.8.
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about 25/3.1 ¼ 8.1 for a 0.02 pH increase at pH 5.7. This cor-
responds to a pH resolution of 2.5 � 10�3 pH units. The
mean sensitivity S020 for pH variations between pH 5.7 to 5.8
is found to be 7.5, about 14.4 times the value of S02 for pH
variations between pH 5 to 6 [Fig. 2(e)].

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a transmissive diffraction grating-
based pH sensor capable of providing multiple detection
range options without involving any additional tuning mech-
anisms or using multiple sensing elements. By taking advant-
age of the lateral dimensional changes while inhibiting the
vertical changes in the hydrogel ridges, this sensor allows us
to interoperate a large dimensional variation in grating
structures. More importantly, each transmitted diffraction
order of the grating serves a specific detection channel dedi-
cated to a specific pH range. The higher the diffraction order
used, the lower the detection range and the higher the pH
sensitivity. This technology allows using a single pH sensor
in various sensing environments. Besides, this sensor
approach can lead to a high-sensitivity sensor for detecting
subtle pH variations around the VPTP of the hydrogel used
in the grating, with the resolution at the level of 10�3 pH
units. The present pH sensor is probably not able to beat the
commercially available pH meters that already have a wide
detection range. However, this sensor technology is simple
and more importantly versatile, particularly as hydrogels can
be designed to be sensitive to other physical, chemical and
biological environments.15,19 By incorporating other stimuli-
sensitive hydrogels into the present multichannel detection
mechanism, a variety of other interesting sensors (e.g., glu-
cose sensors, antigen-antibody sensors15,19) with unique tun-
able dynamic ranges can be realized.
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